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Guidelines for Scholastic Year 2020/2021

German Year 7

Important: These guidelines aim to help teachers to address Year 7 topics and provide recommendations on how

to integrate them giving equal importance to the four skills of language learning: Reading, Listening, Writing and

Speaking. Teachers may also refer to Teleskola.mt.

 Try to focus on the most important vocabulary. Examples

Familie: mention the main members of a family keeping 

in mind different social backgrounds.

Haustiere: mention the most common pets.

Länder and Hauptstädte: mention the most common 

countries.

 Grammar is to be presented communicatively and 

in context. It should never be tested.
Examples

Students practice the target grammar item through 

communicative tasks and activities.

Tagesroutine: A reading comprehension with separable 

verbs.

 Try to focus on the most important/relevant 

language structure.

Examples

Possessive Pronouns: mein and dein.

Verbs: sein, haben, essen, trinken, wohnen, heiβen, 

kommen, liegen and sprechen.
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 Try to present certain phrases as chunks and 

avoid unnecessary detailed explanations.

Examples

Es regnet.

Es schneit.

Please Note:

 If online lessons are given during the first term of next scholastic term, it is advised that teachers start from 

the following topics because they do not include many complicated structures, and hence can be taught 

easily through online teaching methods.

        Theme 1: Hello!

        Theme 2: Home and Home Area (Part 1 and Part 2)

        Theme 5: The school

 If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, then teachers are still advised to

start off with the above themes. When in the classroom, teachers should also dedicate more time to

speaking activities and addressing students’ needs.
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Guidelines for Scholastic Year 2020/2021

German Year 8

Important: These guidelines aim to help teachers to revise specific Year 7 topics which were not covered in detail

during the previous scholastic year because of school closure caused by Covid-19 and provide recommendations on

how to integrate them within Year 8 topics giving equal importance to the four skills of language learning: Reading,

Listening, Writing and Speaking. Teachers may also refer to Teleskola.mt.

Modal Verbs:

 können

 wollen

You may refer to the theme Jobs to introduce or revise 

können.   

You may refer to the theme The City to introduce or 

revise wollen.

Examples:

Ich bin Mechaniker. Ich kann Autos reparieren.

Mein Vater ist Sänger. Er kann sehr gut singen.

Sandra ist Köchin. Sie kann gut kochen.

Und du, was kannst du machen?

Ich kann Computers reparieren, aber ich kann nicht 

kochen.

Ich will Brot kaufen. Wohin gehe ich? Ich gehe in die 

Bäckerei.

Mutti will ein Buch lesen. Wohin geht sie? Sie geht in die 

Bibliothek.  

Wir fahren nach Berlin.Willst du mit uns kommen? Was 

willst du da sehen/besichtigen/machen?

Ich will nach Berlin fahren.  

Nein, ich will nicht nach Berlin fahren. Ich will München 

besuchen. 

Ich will den Reichstag besichtigen.

Wir wollen zu einem Konzert gehen.
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Separable Verbs:

 abfahren

 ankommen

 einsteigen

 aussteigen

You may refer to the theme Out and About and link it 

to the following Year 8 LOs:

 I can get simple information about public 

transport.

 I can understand announcements at a train 

station or airport.

Examples:

Wann fährt der Zug/Bus ab?  Der Zug/Bus fährt um 8 

Uhr ab.

Um wie viel Uhr kommt der Zug an? Der Zug kommt in 

zwei Minuten an.

Steigen Sie bitte ein!

Der Zug kommt und ich steige ein.

Ich steige aus.

Daily Routine and Separable Verbs:

 einkaufen

 aufräumen

 fernsehen

 anrufen

 ausgehen

 aufwachen / aufstehen

 anfangen

 anziehen

You may refer to the theme Introductions and link it 

to the following Year 8 LOs: 

Examples:

In den Sommerferien stehe ich um 10 Uhr auf.

Ich frühstücke um halb 11. Ich putze mir die Zähne.

Ich gehe nicht in die Schule. Ich gehe ans Meer. Ich 

treffe meine Freunde. Ich esse zu Mittag.

Hallo!  Ich bin Mario. Ich bin Lehrer von Beruf.  Ich 

arbeite in einer Schule. Ich gehe in die Schule von 

Montag bis Freitag.  Ich stehe um  6 Uhr auf.  Ich 

dusche mich.  Ich ziehe mich an. Dann frühstücke ich.  

Ich esse Toast und trinke Tee.  Dann fahre ich mit dem 

Bus zur Schule. Die Schule fängt um 8 Uhr an und endet
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 I can understand someone talking about holidays.

 I can understand a simple personal letter, email or

post related to jobs.

um 14. Dann fahre ich nach Hause. Ich esse und dann 

korrigiere ich die Hausaufgaben. Um 18 Uhr  gehe ich 

aus. Ich kaufe gerne im Supermarkt ein. Um 19 Uhr 30 

esse ich zu Abend mit meiner Familie.  Ich lese, sehe 

fern, räume mein Arbeitszimmer auf und rufe meine 

Eltern an. Dann gehe ich um 22 Uhr ins Bett.

Please Note:

You may also revise the time. 

Hobbies and Freetime:

You may refer to the theme Introductions and link it 

to the following Year 8 LO:

 I can briefly talk about what I plan to do during 

holidays.

You may focus on free time activities that students 

already master in German and introduce new vocabulary.

Im Sommer mache ich Sport.

Im Sommer schwimme ich gern.

The Weather:

You may refer to the theme Introductions and link it 

to the following Year 8 LO: 

 I can understand people talking about their 

holiday.

Examples:  

When introducing the past tense of the verb sein:

Ich war in Deutschland. Das Wetter war schön. Es war 

sonnig regnerisch/neblig/windig.
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Or

You may refer to the theme The Calendar to introduce 

or revise vocabulary related to the weather in German.

When one is doing expressions of time:

Im Januar ist es kalt/regnet es/ist es windig.

Es ist sonnig im Sommer.

Im Frühling ist es warm.

Zu Weihnachten ist es sehr kalt/eiskalt.

Im August ist es oft 40 Grad.

Please Note:

 If online lessons are given during the first term of next scholastic term, it is advised that teachers start from 

the following topics because they do not include many complicated structures, and hence can be taught 

easily through online teaching methods.

         Theme 2: The Calendar

With regards to the Weather, the teacher may still opt to refer to this theme to introduce it or revise

it. The teacher may also opt to introduce it or revise it at a later stage.

             Theme 4: Home and Home Area

         Theme 7: Food and Drink

 If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, then teachers are still advised to

start off with the above themes. When in the classroom, teachers should also dedicate more time to

speaking activities and addressing students’ needs. 
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Guidelines for Scholastic Year 2020/2021

German Year 9

Important: These guidelines aim to help teachers to revise specific Year 8 topics which were not covered in

detail during the previous scholastic year because of school closure caused by Covid-19 and provide

recommendations on how to integrate them within Year 9 topics giving equal importance to the four skills of

language learning: Reading, Listening, Writing and Speaking. Teachers may also refer to Teleskola.mt.

Possessive Pronouns:

You may refer to the theme Introductions to 

introduce or revise the possessive pronouns and link 

it to the following Year 9 LO:

 I can introduce others, providing short 

biographical details about them while showing 

good use of verbs, personal and possessive 

pronouns, and prepositions. 

Examples

Er wohnt in ...

Sein Name ist ...

Sein Haus liegt am ...

Dates, Birthdays and Expressions of Time:

You may refer to the theme Introductions to 

introduce or revise the dates, birthdays and 

expressions of time and link it to the following Year 9 

LOs:

Examples:

Sänger(in)

Schauspieler(in)

Komiker(in)

Fußballer(in)
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 I can use vocabulary like berühmt, beliebt and 

vocabulary related to high profile careers.

 I can use fixed phrases.

 I can use seit + time phrase and the present 

tense.

Er hat am 21. Januar Geburtstag. Er ist im Januar

geboren.

Seit 2019 ist er weltberühmt.

Character Traits, Appearance and Parts of the 

Body:

You may refer to the theme Describing Others to 

introduce or revise character traits, appearance and 

parts of the body.

Examples:

Das ist meine Mutter: Meine Mutter heiβt Anita. Sie ist 

40 Jahre alt und ist Englischlehrerin. Sie ist groβ und 

schlank. Sie hat kurze Haare und sieht cool aus.

Comparative and Superlative:

You may refer to the theme Describing Others to 

introduce or revise the comparative and superlative  

and link it to the following Year 9 LOs:

 I can verbally describe myself and others by 

making use of comparisons.

 I can verbally describe myself and others by 

making use of superlatives.

Examples:

Anita ist groß. Elsa ist größer als Anita.

Ich bin klein, aber das Kind ist kleiner als ich.

Tante Martha ist die freundlichste Person in der 

Familie.

Am liebsten trägt Thomas kurze Hose.

Shopping, Clothes, Accessories and Accusative 

Case:

Examples:
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You may refer to the thme Out and About to 

introduce or revise shopping, clothes, accessories and

accusative case and link it to the following Year 9 

LOs:

 I can talk about souvenirs/presents I have 

bought for myself and others and ask others 

about presents/souvenirs that they have 

bought, making correct use of the indirect 

object, the direct object and the perfect tense.

 I can discuss with others the clothes we like to 

wear and what we wear for particular 

occasions/times of year/weather conditions 

using complex sentences.

Wie findest du diesen Pullover?

Ich habe meiner Freundin einen Schal gekauft.

Wenn es warm ist, trage ich gerne ein T-Shirt.

Please Note:

Dialogues like Im Kleidergeschäft may be included with 

the part: shopping at the department store.

In the Restaurant/at the Kiosk, Menu (give 

opinions/likes and dislikes):

You may refer to the theme Food and Drink to 

introduce or revise situations in the restaurant/at the 

kiosk and the menu (opinions/likes and dislikes).

Examples:

Wie kann ich Ihnen helfen?

Was möchtest du?

Wie viel kostet eine Flasche Wein?

Please Note:

You may also revise the question words.

The Imperative:

You may refer to the theme Introductions to 

introduce or revise the imperative and link it to the 

following Year 9 LOs:

Examples:

Komm an die Tafel!

Schreibt die Hausaufgaben ab!

Unterstreicht die richtige Antwort!
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 I can understand classroom commands 

(receptive and increasingly active language) 

and instructions.

 I can understand and respond appropriately to 

phrases such as Wiederholen Sie, bitte!

Or

You may refer to the theme Food and Drink to 

introduce or revise the imperative and link it to the 

following Year 9 LO:

 I can understand and explain a German recipe 

showing consolidation of language related to 

food and the use of the imperative in phrases.

Schneiden Sie die Karotten!

Wasch die Erdbeeren!

At the Doctor/Clinic, At the Pharmacy, Sickness 

and Medicine:

You may refer to the theme Out and About to 

introduce or revise situations at the doctor/clinic and 

at the pharmacy, sickness and medicine.

Whilst the teacher mentions the different shops found in 

a city, model dialogues at the doctor’s clinic and at the 

pharmacy can be given.

Healthy and Unhealthy Food  (Give opinions/ 

likes and dislikes):

You may refer to the theme Food and Drink to 

introduce or revise healthy and unhealthy food  

(opinions/likes and dislikes).

Examples:

Reading/Listening comprehension

Writing a Blog Post:
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Was heiβt für dich, gesund zu essen?

Modal Verbs:

 dürfen

 müssen

 sollen

 möchten

You may refer to the theme The School to introduce 

or revise the modal verbs and link it to the following

Year 9 LO:

 I can describe school rules and ask others about

theirs.

Or

You may refer to the theme Home and Home Area 

to introduce or revise the modal verbs and link it to 

the following Year 9 LO:

 I can say how to reach a place.

Or

You may refer to the theme Food and Drink to 

introduce or revise the modal verbs and link it to the 

following Year 9 LO:

 I can order food and drink in a café or 

restaurant using ordering language.

Examples:

Man darf in der Schule nicht telefonieren.

Man muss eine Schuluniform tragen.

Sie müssen dann die dritte Straße rechts nehmen.

Ich möchte gern bestellen.
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Please Note:

 Grammar is to be presented communicatively and in context. It should never be tested.

 Annual Paper will contain no grammar exercises and a specimen paper will be provided.

 If online lessons are given during the first term of next scholastic year, it is advised that teachers start

from the following topics because they do not include many complicated structures, and hence can be 

taught easily through online teaching methods.

         Theme 1: Introductions

With regards to the Possessive Pronouns, the teacher may focus on sein / his and ihr / her. These

can be useful to the students when introducing others and write about them. If we have a situation of

classroom teaching and remote teaching, the possessive pronouns should be covered while the

students are in the classroom so that the students can grasp the concept better and the teacher will be

more able to address their difficulties. With regards to the Imperative, the teacher may still teach

classroom commands and instructions without going into detail on how the Imperative is formed.

When focusing on the Imperative at a later stage in the classroom, reference to these expressions can

be made.

         Theme 2: Describing Others

With regards to the Comparative and Superlative, the teacher may focus on very simple adjectives

which would have been mentioned when introducing or revising Character Traits, Appearance and

Parts of the Body. If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, the

comparative and superlative should be covered while the students are in the classroom so that the

students can grasp the concept better and the teacher will be more able to address their difficulties.
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Theme 7: Food and Drink

With regards to the Imperative, the teacher may opt to refer to this theme to introduce it or revise it. In 

the Restaurant / At the Kiosk, Menu, Healthy and Unhealthy Food could still be easily introduced or 

revised within this theme. With regards to the Modal Verbs: dürfen, müssen, sollen and möchten the 

teacher may opt to introduce them or revise them at a later stage. (The School or Home and Home 

Area).

 If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, then teachers are still advised to

start off with the above themes. When in the classroom, teachers should also dedicate more time to

speaking activities and addressing students’ needs.
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Guidelines for Scholastic Year 2020/2021

German Year 9 Option

Important: These guidelines aim to help teachers to address Year 9 Option topics and provide recommendations

on how to integrate them giving equal importance to the four skills of language learning: Reading, Listening,

Writing and Speaking. Teachers may also refer to Teleskola.mt.

 Try to focus on the most important vocabulary. Examples

Familie: mention the main members of a family keeping 

in mind different social backgrounds.

Haustiere: mention the most common pets.

Länder and Hauptstädte: mention the most common 

countries.

 Grammar is to be presented communicatively and 

in context.It should never be tested.
Examples

Students practice the target grammar item through 

communicative tasks and activities.

Tagesroutine: A reading comprehension with separable 

verbs.

 Try to focus on the most important/relevant 

language structure.

Examples

Possessive Pronouns: mein and dein.

Verbs: sein, haben, essen, trinken, wohnen, heiβen, 

kommen, liegen and sprechen.
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 Try to present certain phrases as chunks and 

avoid unnecessary detailed explanations.

Examples

Es regnet.

Es schneit.

Please Note:

 Annual Paper will contain no grammar exercises and a specimen paper will be provided.

 If online lessons are given during the first term of next scholastic term, it is advised that teachers start from 

the following topics because they do not include many complicated structures, and hence can be taught 

easily through online teaching methods.

Year 7 Topics:

        Theme 1: Hello!

        Theme 2: Home and Home Area (Part 1 and Part 2)

        Theme 3: The Calendar (The Weather)

        Theme 4: Family, Pets and Friends (Family Members and Pets/Vocabulary)

        Theme 5: The School

        Theme 7: Food and Drink (Meals/Vocabulary of different types of Food and Drink)
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 If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, then teachers are still advised to

start off with the above themes. When in the classroom, teachers should also dedicate more time to

speaking activities and addressing students’ needs.
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Guidelines for Scholastic Year 2020/2021

German Year 10

Important: These guidelines aim to help teachers to revise specific Year 9 topics which were not covered in

detail during the previous scholastic year because of school closure caused by Covid-19 and provide

recommendations on how to integrate them within Year 10 topics giving equal importance to the four skills of

language learning: Reading, Listening, Writing and Speaking. Teachers may also refer to Teleskola.mt.

Present Perfect (Perfekt):

You may refer to the theme The Calendar – Daily 

Routine to introduce or revise the present perfect.

Or

You may refer to the theme Leisure to introduce or 

revise the present perfect and link it to the following 

Year 10 LO:

 I can ask others what they have done in their 

free time recently and what they have done in 

the past.

Examples:

Wir sind mit dem Flugzeug geflogen.

Ich habe den Reichstag besucht.

Was hast du letztes Wochenende in deiner Freizeit 

gemacht?

Letztes Wochenende habe ich Tennis gespielt.

Conjunctions:

 wenn

 weil 

 da

Examples:

Wenn die Sonne scheint, trage ich gern Sonnenbrille.

Heute trage ich einen Anorak, weil es windig ist.

Da es regnet, nehme ich einen Regenschirm mit.
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You may refer to the theme The Calendar – 

Weather to introduce or revise these conjunctions.

The Preposition in:

You may refer to the theme The Calendar – Daily 

Routine to introduce or revise this preposition and 

link it to the following Year 10 LOs:

 I can broaden my use of prepositions when 

describing what I do in my daily routine. 

 I can use prepositions related to places, using 

the accusative or dative cases. 

Examples:

Ich fahre nach Valletta und gehe ins Kleidergeschäft.

Abends gehe ich oft in den Supermarkt.

Am Sonntag gehe ich in die Stadthalle.

Ich war gestern im Kleidergeschäft.

Ich kaufe Brötchen in der Bäckerei.

Shopping:

You may refer to the theme Leisure to introduce or 

revise vocabulary and phrases related to what you 

buy when you go shopping.

And

You may refer to the theme Healthy Living to 

introduce or revise vocabulary and phrases related to 

prices and sizes using the language of negotiation.

Examples:

Ich kaufe meiner Mutter einen Pullover.

Ich habe meiner Freundin einen Schal gekauft.

A dialogue in a pharmacy or even at the supermarket:

Das ist zu viel. Danke! Ich möchte nur ein Kilo 

Tomaten.

Diese Kirschen sind im Sonderangebot.

Es ist ein bisschen teuer.
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Food Vocabulary:

You may refer to the theme The Calendar – Feasts 

and Events to introduce or revise vocabulary related 

to food.

Examples:

Zu Weihnachten essen wir Kartoffelsalat.

Reading/Listening comprehension

Writing a Blog Post:

Was isst man zu Silvester?

The Imperative:

You may refer to the theme Healthy Living to 

introduce or revise the imperative and link it to the 

following Year 10 LO:

 I can demonstrate care/respect for others 

by making suggestions and giving orders/advice

to others with regards to a healthy 

lifestyle, making use of the imperative.

Examples:

Writing an email:

Du solltest kein Fastfood essen. Iss mehr Obst!

Treib Sport!

Listening Comprehension about a healthy recipe:

Mischen Sie alles zusammen!

Koch die Kartoffeln!
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Please Note:

 If online lessons are given during the first term of next scholastic year, it is advised that teachers start from 

the following topics because they do not include many complicated structures, and hence can be taught 

easily through online teaching methods.

         Theme 2: Leisure

With regards to the Present Perfect (Perfekt), the teacher may still opt to refer to this theme to

introduce it or revise it. The teacher may also opt to introduce it or revise it at a later stage.

        Theme 6: Healthy Living

With regards to the Imperative, the teacher may still opt to refer to this theme to introduce it or

revise it. The teacher may also opt to introduce it or revise it at a later stage.

With regards to Shopping, the teacher may still opt to refer to theme 2 or theme 6 to introduce it or

revise it. The teacher may also opt to introduce it or revise it at a later stage.

        Theme 7: Technology

 If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, then teachers are still advised to

start off with the above themes. When in the classroom, teachers should also dedicate more time to

speaking activities and addressing students’ needs.
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Guidelines for Scholastic Year 2020/2021

German Year 11 and Year 11 Option

Important: These guidelines aim to help teachers to revise specific Year 10 topics which were not

covered in detail during the previous scholastic year because of school closure caused by Covid-19 and

provide recommendations on how to integrate them within Year 11 topics which are mainly an

expansion of Year 9 and Year 10 topics. It is also important to focus on the four skills of language

learning: Reading, Listening, Writing and Speaking. Teachers may also refer to Teleskola.mt.

Technology: Examples:

Reading/Listening comprehension related to 

technology and social media.

Writing in a Blog Post:

Wie nutzen Jugendliche soziale Netzwerke?

Give opinions/likes and dislikes

Practice topic through questions for oral exam

Simple Past (Präteritum):

You may integrate the simple past throughout the 

scholastic year.

Examples:

Focus on the most important verbs related to the 

topics covered in year 9 and in year 10.

sein and haben – The Calendar
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spielen, singen, tanzen etc… - Leisure

fahren, übernachten, reservieren etc… – Holidays

einkaufen, gehen, besuchen etc… - Out and 

About

The Subordinate Conjunctions and Word 

Order:

You may refer to the topic Leisure to revise the 

subordinate conjunctions and word order.

Examples:

Ich mache gern Sport, um fit zu bleiben.

In meiner Freizeit lese ich viel, weil ich immer 

etwas Neues lernen will.

Please Note:

 If online lessons are given during the first term of next scholastic year, it is advised that the Simple

Past (Präteritum) is introduced at a later stage. If it has been already introduced, you may revise 

it during the first term.

 If we have a situation of classroom teaching and remote teaching, then teachers are still

advised to introduce the Simple Past (Präteritum) at a later stage or revise it if already

introduced. When in the classroom, teachers should also dedicate more time to speaking

activities and addressing students’ needs.




